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 Recently, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have attracted abundant interest due to their 
immense potential to monitor physical and environmental conditions. Furthermore, in 

recent years,both the revelation of cloud computing (CC) phenomenonand the striking 

growth of mobile applications have led to a novel,highly noticed and rapidly 
evolvingtechnology called Mobile cloud computing (MCC)by which the hardware 

limitations of mobile devices are alleviatedand many new mobile applications are made 

possible as well. Therefore, all of these, cause the integration of WSN and MCC to 
become a very hot research topic. In this paper, a brief description of mobile cloud 

computing and wireless sensor networks is expressed and the integration of the two is 

discussed, helping readers to find a general overview of definitions. Afterwards, some 
challenges and solutions for WSN-MCC integration with regard to the existing research 

areasare investigated. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Wireless Sensor Networks: 

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs), provide a mechanism to gather some physical and environmental data 

such as temperature, sound, vibration, pressure, motion and so forth for use in a variety ofdistributed versatile 

applications. 

There are novel and interesting solutions for collecting information in a wide spectrum of applications 

through WSNs (Ahmed & Gregory, 2011) by which the interaction method between people and the real world 

would be revolutionized. For example, regarding thebattlefield monitoring, sensor nodes are deployed to 

constantlymonitor the situation of the critical region and opposing forces, without physical intervention of 

feelers (Zhu et al., 2014). In health monitoring, body condition of elderlies or patientssuch as high or low body 

pressure, blood sugar, heart rate and so forth can be supervised with the deployment of sensor nodes;As a 

result,doctors canget a diagnosis or prevent unexpected events without having any physical contact 

requirement(Dinh et al., 2011;Alamri et al., 2013). However, such a system has a significant shortcoming, 

which is when the patient has not a static status and moves stochastically from place to place. Therefore, an 

advanced, fast and mobile approach is required for simultaneous gathering and processing sensor data. Recent 

remarkable advancements in electromechanical systems, digital electronics and wireless communications led to 

smaller, cheaper, low-power and multifunctional sensor nodesby which the implementation of WSNs can be 

improved (Gutierrez et al., 2006). 

 

MCC: 

Cheaper, more robust and more accessible computational resources have led to appearing cloud computing 

(CC) as a new computational model. Resources in CC arecommon useful tools which can be quickly offered and 

published in an on-demand manner by users through the Internet,providing benefits such asno necessityto direct 

investment, lower operational expenses,more scalability, easieraccessibility, minimized Business Risks and 

maintenance Costs for the user demanding computational services(Zhu et al., 2014).Together withemerging of 

cloud computing concept and proliferation of mobile applications, Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) introduced 

as a potential technology for mobile services (Dinh et al., 2011). 
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Mobile CC (MCC), which inheritsthe benefits of CC, can subdue many limitations of a mobile device such 

asthe battery, storage capacity and processing power with offloadingmost of the data processing and storage 

from mobile devices to powerful computational platforms positioned in the clouds (Zhu et al., 2013). 

Wang&Dey (2013) discusses that, despite the recent breakthroughs in mobile devices, there exists a gap, 

which is likely to be broaden, due to the evident need to multimedia applications.MCC overcomes this problem 

by provisioning processing and storage capabilities of cloud severs along with utilizing beneficial 

toolsembedded in mobile devices,evidentlyenabling new generation of completely pervasive mobile multimedia 

services such as  mobile cloud commerce, mobile cloud learning, mobile cloud gaming and so forth. Zhu et al. 

(2014) expresses that, inmobile games, MCC can move game engine requiring large computational resources 

into cloud servers. Then, players exclusively interact with the display interface on their devices.As a result, both 

reducing the energy consumption for mobile devices and performance enhancement can be facilitated.In 

addition, in traditional mobile learning based one-learning, mobile devices might encounter some challenges 

such as lack of processing speed and shortage of educational resources besides high storage expenseson mobile 

devices.As the cloud is responsible for storing and processing of the requests sending from clients smart phones 

through wireless networks, both learners and teachers can benefit from greater services and faster processing 

speed provisioned by MCC. 

 

WSN-MCC Integration: 

Zhu et al. (2013) reports that in recent years, integrating WSN and MCC has enticed a great attention from 

both academia and industry, due tothe attractiveness of utilizingboth the data collection through WSNs and 

storage and powerful processing capabilities of data viaMCCs. Exploiting the powerful platform of CC for 

storing and processing sensory data such as humidity, temperature, traffic and so forthand then, delivering the 

processed sensory data to the mobile users is significantly important,asillustrated in the following figure. 

 

 
Fig. 1: WSN-MCC Integration 

 

Figure 1. shows that not only sensory data collected by WSNs are transferred continuously to the cloud, but 

also the mobile users can access these information as soon as issuing data requests. 

 

Problem Definition: 

Some critical requirements that must be considered while integrating WSNs and MCC are as follows(Zhu et 

al., 2014): 

Sensory data are generally relayed to the gateway from a source node through intermediate sensor nodes in 

a hop-by-hop approach. Therefore,intermediate nodes adjacent to the gateway are likely to have a heavy 
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workload.Consequently, energy conservation is always a significant problem for prolonging the lifetime of a 

WSN, since sensor nodes are often equipped with exhaustiblebatteries and replacing batteriesmay not be usually 

possible. 

With respect to the considerable increase in the number of mobile and cloud users for whom radio waves 

are used for communications,the relatively low-bandwidth of the wireless networks tend to become a critical 

obstacle. Producing large volumes of data traffic which subsequently cause degradationof the transmission 

bandwidth quality is one of the consequences of deploying sensorsfor collecting multimedia data such as 

images, videos and so forth. Hence, it is significantlyimportantto reduce traffic and bandwidth demand. 

Data are gathered in most WSNs either constantly or based on the usersorapplications demands. In the 

second case, receiving the requesteddataby the users or applications would be accompanied with a delay. 

Therefore, controlling the processing capacity of cloud is crucial to strengthen the WSN with the capability of 

predictingdata needed by users or applications.  

Moreover, the following challengescalled context non-awarenessissue will exist after integrating WSN with 

MCC(Zhu et al., 2013). 

 There are two problemsfrom the mobile userstier. First, mobile users may have a priority for demanding 

data. For example, they may be particularly interested in a certain part of a WSN and demand on receiving 

more data from that area. However, WSNs have not any knowledge about this and they still send the prior 

amount of sensory data. Second, sometimes the mobile users required data may have a tendency to be 

modifiedbut WSNs are still collecting the same scope of data. 

 In addition, there are two issues from the WSNstier. First, sometimes the data needed for a mobile user may 

have a tendency to exceed from the safety threshold value which may indicate that it is likely for WSNs to 

collect unsafe data. Second, sometimes, the required data of a mobile user might be missing or due to 

differentcircumstances such as compromising a sensor,many sensory data may be accessible for the mobile 

users. 

In this paper, several proposed frameworks for integrating WSN-MCC in terms of favorable data 

provisioning arereviewed. Moreover, as context non-awareness issue can evidently hinder the mobile users 

fromreceiving theirfavorable data, it can degrade the performance of WSNs operating as a data source for MCC. 

Therefore,due to compromising possibility of WSNs, thedata transferred through WSNs is not the data needed 

by mobile users.Thus, for surveying these problems, we will study some frameworks aimingto providedesirable 

data for mobile users when integrating WSN with the MCC. 

 

Literature Survey: 

Current frameworks for processing sensory data in an integrated WSN-MCC are basically concentrated on 

how to handle sensory dataafter they are sent to the cloud (Zhu et al., 2013).  For example, (Zhanget al., 

2013)proposes an architecture based on CC for enhancing the performance of WSNs, supposing that the cloud 

works as a virtual sinkcomprising of a lot of sink points, collecting sensory data from sensors where each sink is 

responsible for gathering data from sensors within a region. Eventually, sensory data are processed and stored in 

a distributed manner in the cloud. A dynamic proxy-based approach is proposed in (Wanget al., 2012) to link 

lightweight sensorswith the cloud. Accumulatedsensor messagesin a sink are subsequently transmitted to the 

local proxy through a local communication mechanismat the sensor side.On the other hand, at the gateway side, 

the received messages are analyzed by the local proxy, generatingdynamic components for each new discovered 

sensors. The sensory data are collected, modeled and then transmitted to the cloud.  

Ahmed & Gregory (2011) proposes another integration framework for WSN-MCC comprising the 

following components: Data Processing Unit (PDU), Pub/Sub Broker, Request Subscriber (RS), Identity and 

Access Management Unit (IAMU) and Data Repository (DR). Sensory data gathered from WSNs are relayed to 

the DPU through a gateway, processing data into a storage format, and then transmits data to the DR. As IAMU 

guarantees secure access, then, users can propound their requests for accessing data. These requests are relayed 

to the RS which produces a subscription and then transfers it to the Pub/Sub Broker. When receiving data in the 

cloud, DPU will identify it and a published data event will be created. Afterwards, this event is transferred to an 

event queue at the Pub/Sub broker. By publishing each event, the event matcher evaluates each subscription. As 

soon as a match is found by the event matcher, the user can access published data. In addition, focusing on high 

performance sensory data processing, (Tang & Wang, 2012) proposes a framework exploitingHadoop 

Distributed File System (HDFS) and HBase for sensory data storage, and Hadoop MapReduce for parallel 

processing of the large-scale sensory data.Lee et al.(2010) argues that cloud computing model is a good fit with 

dynamic computational needs of environmental surveillance and modeling. It demonstrates how sensor 

networks are integrated with cloud computing to enable the offloading of resource-intensive-tasks to the cloud. 

Hence, it shows that the flexible nature of the Amazon EC2 can meet the dynamic computational requirements 

of environmental applications.Kumaret al. (2012) proposes a framework which concentrates on data filtering at 

the sensor gateway using trained neural network utilized for finding anomalies in the sensory data.In contrast to 

this framework which utilizes neural networks for data filtering and compressing in homogenous networks, the 
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framework proposed by (Zhuet al., 2014) not only considers data filtering and compressing, but also considers 

predicting data, traffic monitoring and security in both homogenous and heterogeneous WSNs for their 

integration with MCC. In addition, (Tu, 1996)reports that, concerning data filtering and compression, a neural 

network usually needs more computational resources compared with the rest of methods. Moreover, since neural 

network is based on the minimal experience risk and suffers from a local minimum problem, compressing data 

with them is likely to generate a great compression data deviation.Evidently, apart from ( Zhu et al., 2014), the 

above mentioned works for integrating WSN-MCC do not regard data traffic surveillance, compression, 

prediction and encryption of sensory data before sending to the cloud.Thus, in the remainder of this paper, we 

will review this framework as a case study. 

 

Case Study: 

A new framework is offered in(Zhu et al.,2014)for integrating WSNs and MCC.In this framework, there are 

three entities (mobile users, cloud and WSNs) and the operational rules for this framework are as follows: 

1. WSNsrelaysensory data to the cloud and cloud monitorsthe data traffic of sensory data to which they are 

relayed. 

2. In addition to transferring the desirable data to mobile users by the cloud, it performs data recommendations 

and prediction when mobile users send their data requests to it.  

3. Afterthe cloud acquired data characteristics or data priority information,indicating that mobile users may 

have some data characteristics or priorities about the required data and WSNs are likely to be in an 

unfavorable conditions. The WSN manager would be informed by the cloud to use this information 

foroptimizing the establishment of WSNsand evaluating their status. 

In this framework, Apriorialgorithm (Agrawal &Srikant, 1994) is used to provide data recommendations, 

since it is a well-known algorithm for extracting a set of frequent items and learningassociation rules (Wu et al., 

2008). In particular, Apriori algorithm is a complete level-wise search algorithm exploiting the heterogeneity of 

itemsets. The characteristic of Apriori is that,if an itemset itself is not frequent, then any superset of it will not 

be frequent. Afterwards, (Zhu et al., 2014) describes how to perform data prediction.As the sensory 

datagathered by WSN are time series data, the Secondary Exponential Smoothing Model (SESM) (Prajakta, 

2004) techniqueis used for providing smoothed datafor anticipation or presentation. 

Then,the prediction processis step-by-stepperformed by the above mentionedtechnique and consequently, 

the prediction error is calculated. Regarding data traffic monitoring, the proposed framework laterstates that, 

based on the fact that the sensors are usually gathering data with a preset frequency,data records can be observed 

to see if there are too much or too less data in a certain periodof time for doing data traffic monitoring. If there 

were too much or too less data during a specific time interval, then itshows that some nodes in WSNs may have 

been compromised and the manager of WSN should make an inspection to avoid more damages. In addition, in 

this framework, the RSA public key encryption algorithm is used due to its popularity and ease of 

implementation for encoding and decoding data in the cloud, mobile devices, sensors and cloud gateways. 

Finally the frameworkevaluatesthe deployment and optimization of WSNs. 

Typically, WSNsare used for particular purposes such as forest fire monitoring. With respect to the 

particular WSN purpose, regarding coverage, energy consumption or delay, the sensor nodes are deployed using 

the node deployment methods in (Poe&Schmitt, 2009). For WSN, all data transmission paths and data valuesare 

recordedbythe base station. Moreover, there is a WSN manager who checks the status of WSNs. 

WSN deployment is optimal because the cloud manager relays both the data specification information and 

the potential WSN status to the WSN manager who takes proper measures in different occasions 

Designers of this framework evaluate the results of their proposed framework for the Jupiter cloud platform 

comprising of 4 virtual CPU cores (2.6 GHz) and a 64 GB memory, assuming that there is only one mobile user 

who requests four types of sensory datasuch as temperature, humidity, light and voltage.In addition, a number of 

sensor nodes are used for collecting sensory data. 

Complying withthe assessments madein this framework,the Apriori algorithm has been applied to the 

sensory data records according to the mobile user desired attributes, then, for each attribute, support confidence 

is calculated and consequently, the confidence corresponding to the combination of the two attributes is 

calculated.As a result, the framework could find data combinations for which the confidence is higher than a 

threshold value. These data are then led to strong patterns that helps WSNs to deploy sensors for the related 

zones which provide these robust combinations of data. In addition, the performance of data prediction as 

previously mentioned, is performed by the Secondary Exponential Smoothing Model (SESM) technique and 

then, as the framework evaluation demonstrates, the predicted data value is almost same as the actual data value. 

In addition, data traffic monitoring shows that the data traffic is normal. A remarkable point in this assessment is 

the quality of service delivered to the user. If  the mobile users are particularly interested in the data of a 

particular area of WSN and want to get more information from that area with data recommendation capability in 

the cloud,the framework has already deployed more nodes in that specific area.Therefore the desired data can be 

transferred to the mobile user. In contrast, although the data requests ofmobile users can be met without this 
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framework, it is unlikely that data would be what mobile users wanted. Similarly, if mobile users tend to obtain 

higher data values such as higher temperature or higher humidity,the framework can transmit the desired 

datadirectly to the mobile user with the data prediction performed by the cloud. Moreover, if mobile users get 

some data which may be compromised, the framework has already checked the WSN status using data 

prediction in the cloud. 

In a few words, from desired data provisioning point of view for the mobile users, we can see that, in 

comparison with other frameworks, the last onecan be beneficial in providing real-time data services for mobile 

users and with its usage, a timely response to the requests of users can be expectable. This framework can also 

increase the performance of WSNs.Of course, applying RSA public key encryption method that requires 

calculations on a large number of bits for encryption and decryption, influences two important factors affecting 

mobile processing, which are speed and performance. Also, it is clear that by performing these computations 

through the mobile devices, the battery lifetime will be gradually decreased,sincethe more calculations to do by 

themobile device, the more lifetime will be spent from the battery. 

 

Conclusion: 

Integration of Wireless Sensor Networks(WSNs) and Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) has widely attracted 

considerable attention. In this paper, focusing on context non-awareness issue between mobile users and 

WSNs,we studied different frameworks proposed in this scope.Finally, we evaluated one of the recent 

frameworks providing appropriate data for mobile users when integrating WSNs and MCC. Framework 

described performsdata recommendation, prediction and also monitoring the data traffic in order to achieve the 

data priorities of the mobile user, dataspecification information and also, the potential WSNs information. With 

this information about the requested data, mobile user and data of WSNs, the optimal usage of WSNs can be 

managed and their status can be checked 
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